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Abstract
Visual speech recognition (VSR) is the task of
recognizing spoken language from video input
only, without any audio. VSR has many appli-
cations as an assistive technology, especially if
it could be deployed in mobile devices and em-
bedded systems. The need for intensive com-
putational resources and large memory foot-
print are two of the major obstacles in devel-
oping neural network models for VSR in a re-
source constrained environment. We propose
a novel end-to-end deep neural network archi-
tecture for word level VSR called MobiVSR
with a design parameter that aids in balanc-
ing the model’s accuracy and parameter count.
We use depthwise-separable 3D convolution
for the first time in the domain of VSR and
show how it makes our model efficient. Mo-
biVSR achieves an accuracy of 73% on a chal-
lenging Lip Reading in the Wild dataset with
6 times fewer parameters and 20 times lesser
memory footprint than the current state of the
art. MobiVSR can also be compressed to 6
MB by applying post training quantization.
1 Introduction
Visual speech recognition (VSR) is the task of
recognizing spoken language from video input
only, without any audio. Similar to ASR (au-
dio speech recognition), VSR has a multitude of
applications. In general, VSR can be used to
augment/replace audio speech recognition for sit-
uations where speech cannot be heard or pro-
duced. For example, if a person has a laryngec-
tomy or voice-box cancer, dysarthria or in a sit-
uation where one needs to understand a speaker
in a noisy environment. The specific aim of this
work is to make VSR technology deployable, es-
pecially in mobile environments (such as cars) and
on hand-held devices (as an assistive technology).
∗ Equal contribution
However the broader aim of this work is to provide
a new deep learning construct to optimize deep
learning frameworks for video classification tasks.
We show this by taking lipreading as a language
recognition problem on top of a video classifica-
tion task.
Recent research in VSR has focused primarily
on either recognizing language (Chung and Zisser-
man, 2016a; Chung et al., 2017), or reconstruct-
ing it (Kumar et al., 2018b,a). The application
of deep learning techniques has produced mod-
els that perform substantially better on lip reading
datasets than earlier methods (Petridis et al., 2017;
He et al., 2016). However, the major challenge for
all these models is to overcome the unique chal-
lenges presented at the time of actual use or de-
ployment.
For example, the state-of-the-art model for
word level VSR (Stafylakis and Tzimiropoulos,
2017) uses a novel architecture that incorporates
a 3D convolution kernel as a front-end to extract
features from the video stream and a residual ar-
chitecture (He et al., 2016) on top of it for predict-
ing the word spoken. The architecture has more
than 25 million parameters, occupies 130 MB of
disk space and involves 290 million FLOPs for in-
ference. Memory and computation of this order
is prohibitively expensive for mobile devices. For
instance, the Apple store places a hard limit of 150
MBs on a fully functional app that should include
all its components. Furthermore, according to em-
pirical observations made on iOS (StackOverflow,
2019), an app taking more than 50% of the total
RAM available at runtime, often crashes.
In addition, performing inference using such
models require significant amounts of energy due
to memory access and floating point arithmetic
(Horowitz, 2014). Table 1 shows energy consump-
tion per operation on an Intel 45nm based sys-
tem; accessing DRAM consumes ≈ 2500 times
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more energy than floating point addition and there-
fore dominates energy expenditure. Memory ac-
cess demands depend on the number of parame-
ters and the intermediate results generated during a
forward pass of the neural network, both of which
are quite high in all VSR models (Table 2). This
means performing inference on VSR model con-
sumes a substantial amount of energy. Therefore,
battery drain is a significant issue with such mod-
els. Thus, lipreading models, in general, have pro-
hibitively large memory and energy requirements
while also making their response-times unaccept-
able for real-time applications. In this paper, we
try to optimize on all four fronts, i.e., memory,
time, size and energy while keeping the perfor-
mance stable. We achieve this using depthwise
separable 3D convolution, which we introduce, for
the first time, in video classification domain.
Thus, the main contributions we make in this
paper are:
• We generalize 3D convolutions by using
depthwise-separable convolutions and show the
applicability of this technique for the first time in
the video classification domain. This technique
helps us to reduce the parameter count and compu-
tational complexity vis-a-vis standard convolution
(Section 3). This, in turn helps us to achieve better
runtime and memory while keeping the accuracy
competent.
• We try to provide a new, atomic deep learn-
ing construct containing all the optimizations we
make, to deep learning practitioners. They can
also use this to optimize their models. We call
this construct a LipRes block. This block also ad-
ditionally serves as a memory-performance trade-
off handle. In the paper, it is modeled as a de-
sign hyperparameter, α which allows practitioners
to trade off accuracy and model size depending on
the use case and constraints. It should be noted
that the techniques used in MobiVSR are inde-
pendent from and complement model compression
techniques (Polino et al., 2018; Rastegari et al.,
2016; Yu et al., 2017; Han et al., 2015).
• We present the MobiVSR architecture, which
for the first time, addresses the problem of deploy-
ing visual speech recognition models on resource
constrained devices (Section 3).
• We show that MobiVSR achieves accuracy of
73% on lipreading in the wild task, in spite of
having 6× fewer parameters and 20× smaller
model size than the state-of-the-art model. Us-
ing additional parameter quantization techniques,
MobiVSR’s size can be reduced to 6MB (Ap-
pendix Section A.1).
• MobiVSR has been made keeping the follow-
ing perspectives in mind: first, deployment on mo-
bile platforms and two, general optimization of
video recognition architectures. Thus, we perform
energy and environmental cost modelling and
comparison for MobiVSR and all other models
(Section 5.1). Comparisons reveal that MobiVSR
has 2.9 times lesser energy impact than other con-
ventional models.
2 Related Work
Research on lip reading spans across centuries
(Bulwer, 1648). Several psychological studies
have demonstrated that lower level visual infor-
mation helps in hearing (Demorest and Bernstein,
1991; Dodd and Campbell, 1987). Experiments
and research studies have shown that people with
(Bernstein et al., 1998; Marschark et al., 1998),
and without (Summerfield, 1992), hearing impair-
ment use visual cues for augmenting their under-
standing of what a speaker is trying to say. As
noted by (Chen and Rao, 1998), skilled lip readers
look at the configuration and movement of tongue,
lips and teeth.
In computational approaches, lip reading is con-
sidered as a classification task where the input is a
silent video of a speaker utterance and the output is
to predict that utterance. Mostly, words or phrases
are identified and selected from a limited lexicon,
for example just digits (Chen and Rao, 1998; Pa-
choud et al., 2008; Sui et al., 2015). Early ap-
proaches use feature engineering and trains clas-
sification models using them (Ngiam et al., 2011;
Noda et al., 2015). (Cornu and Milner, 2015),
use hand-engineered features to reconstruct audio
from video, using a deep-learning network. This
method then was modified by (Ephrat et al., 2017)
who use a CNN over the entire face of the speaker.
Several end-to-end deep learning models have also
been developed which rely on a combination of
CNN and RNN (Assael et al., 2016; Wand et al.,
2016).
Until recently datasets for lipreading were lim-
ited by having training sets capturing only a
single view of the speakers, and having words
from a restricted vocabulary. Recently datasets
have become available that contain multiple views
(Petridis et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2018b,a).
Operation Bit width Energy (pJ) Relative Energyconsumed per bit
float add 32 0.9 1
float multiply 32 3.7 4.11
DRAM access 64 1300-2600 722.22 - 1444.44
Table 1: Energy expenditure for different operations in 45nm technology (Horowitz, 2014)
(Chung and Zisserman, 2016a) developed a large
scale dataset for lip reading with hundreds of dis-
tinct words, thousands of instances for each word,
and over a thousand speakers. We use this dataset
for evaluating MobiVSR (Section 4.1).
Very little work on VSR has focused on de-
veloping efficient architectures; however, there is
work on this task in image classification and in
ASR. The problem of efficient architecture devel-
opment for image classification was introduced in
(Iandola et al., 2016); SqueezeNet achieves accu-
racy on par with AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012)
but uses far fewer parameters, by using convolu-
tional blocks having 3 × 3 convolutions followed
by 1 × 1 instead of the large 5 × 5 kernel used in
AlexNet. MobileNet (Howard et al., 2017) uses
depthwise-separable convolution (Sifre and Mal-
lat, 2014; Szegedy et al., 2015), for parameter re-
duction. The MobileNet-V2 architecture (Sandler
et al., 2018) improves MobileNet by adding resid-
ual connections within the MobileNet depthwise-
separable modules. This idea was a major influ-
ence in the design of MobiVSR (Section 3).
In the domain of Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) from audio, a major contribution
was PocketSphinx (Huggins-Daines et al., 2006),
a large vocabulary, speaker-independent continu-
ous speech recognition engine suitable for hand-
held devices. More recently, different architec-
tures of compressed RNNs have been proposed for
ASR (Prabhavalkar et al., 2016; Mori et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018a). (Park et al., 2018) constructs
an acoustic model by combining simple recurrent
units (SRUs) and depth-wise 1-dimensional con-
volution layers for multi time step parallelization;
this results in reductions in DRAM access and in-
crease in processing speed, allowing real-time on-
device ASR on mobile and embedded devices.
Another approach in developing efficient deep
learning methods is to redesign computationally
expensive layers. For example, Wu et al. (2018)
replace standard convolution with a ‘Shift’ layer
Figure 1: Time spent per layer of the lip reading ar-
chitecture proposed in (Stafylakis and Tzimiropoulos,
2017), profiled using cProfile.
that consumes zero flops during inference. Zhang
et al. (2018b) and Ma et al. (2018) achieve effi-
ciency using a channel shuffle operation. A com-
plementary solution for making deep neural net-
works suitable for embedded devices is to com-
press the model post training. This method doesn’t
require significant changes in architectural design.
Notable examples of this approach include hash-
ing (Chen et al., 2015), quantization (Polino et al.,
2018; Wu et al., 2016) and factorization (Lebedev
et al., 2014).
3 MobiVSR: End-to-end Lip Reading
with Fewer Parameters
This section describes the architecture of Mo-
biVSR along with the explanations behind its de-
sign choices.
3.1 The Problem
A brief overview of lipreading models is given
in the Table 2. As shown in the table, the size
of SOTA model is 130 MBs with a in-memory
size of 56.3 MBs. It takes 290 billion FLOPs.
With these parameters, it produces a top-3 accu-
racy of 99.8%. LRW baseline presented in the pa-
per (Chung and Zisserman, 2016b) is also given.
However, as mentioned in Section 1, the specifi-
cations of both the models are expensive from de-
ployment perspectives, more so for mobile envi-
Model Size(in MB)
Parameter count
(in millions)
Memory
access
(in thousands)
FLOPs
(in billions)
Top-1
accuracy
Top-3
accuracy
LSTM + ResNet
(SOTA)
130.0 25.1 56.3 290 83 99.8
LRW Baseline 43.2 8.7 44.0 95.7 61.0 78.0
MobiVSR-1 17.8 4.5 35.3 11.0 72.2 88.0
MobiVSR-2 20.8 5.2 37.3 20.1 73.0 89.0
MobiVSR-3 23.6 5.9 38.9 29.5 73.4 90.2
MobiVSR-4 26.5 6.6 40.4 40.1 74.0 91.0
MobiVSR-10 43.9 10.8 51.5 92.4 77.1 96.1
MobiVSR-11 46.8 11.5 53.3 99.8 77.5 97.3
Table 2: Comparison of accuracy, computational complexity, and memory footprint of MobiVSR (with different
α), with the LRW Baseline and the state-of-the-art model. Note: MobiVSR-1 denotes the model with α = 1
ronments. Thus, after observing these and several
other language recognition architectures (Kumar
et al., 2018b,a; Petridis and Pantic, 2016; Petridis
et al., 2017), we identified the following bottle-
necks which limit their deployment avenues:
• All of them use 3D convolutions for processing
videos and it is the most compute intensive layer
during inference. Figure 1 shows the average per-
cent of inference time spent per layer in the state-
of-the-art lip reading system (Stafylakis and Tz-
imiropoulos, 2017). Thus, this operation, in itself,
increases their size and parameter count by several
folds (as shown in Section 4.2).
•Most of them use some form of RNNs but RNNs
due to their non-parallelizable operations increase
the inference time and imposes heavy costs of
memory (Bradbury et al., 2016).
• Generally, deep learning practitioners have the
tendency to increase number of layers in the hope
of getting better performance. This, was also a
common observation with lipreading models. For
example, the SOTA model contains 51 layers.
However, parameter count and memory calls are
directly correlated with the number of layers and
play a major part in making the models non-usable
for mobile environments.
3.2 MobiVSR Architectural Design Choices
The problems presented above (Section 3.1) are
the common problems faced by all video recogni-
tion tasks. Thus, these problems become our moti-
vation for the design choices of producing an effi-
cient video recognition model, namely, MobiVSR.
Challenge 1. Remove or optimize 3D convolu-
tions: 3D convolutions is a front-end technique
in video processing tasks since it can combine in-
formation across both time and space (Stafylakis
and Tzimiropoulos, 2017). We observed, doing
away with it deteriorates model accuracy. There-
fore, optimizing 3D convolution becomes highly
important. Inspired by (Howard et al., 2017),
where they converted 2D convolution into a sum of
depthwise-separable and pointwise convolutions,
we generalize 3D convolutions and use this to op-
timize the front end of the network in our architec-
ture.
Taking a cue from (Ye et al., 2018) and (Howard
et al., 2017), we optimize 3D and 2D convolu-
tions with the perspective of making video recog-
nition tasks more efficient. We do it by replacing
naive convolutions with depthwise-separable con-
volutions. By doing this, we get a basic organized
deep learning unit, which we call LipRes block.
We show its applicability in a language recogni-
tion problems using videos (Table 2).
While using depthwise-separable convolutions
in 3D, as the first step in any depthwise layer, an
important factor to consider was the dimensions
of pointwise convolution used. If we represent di-
mensions as time×height×width, then the issue
is whether to use pointwise convolution of dimen-
sion 1×1×1 (fully pointwise kernel) or T ×1×1
(partial pointwise kernel). The former has the ad-
vantage of reducing parameter count more than the
latter. While designing the architecture of Mo-
biVSR we found that the latter yields significantly
better accuracy as compared to the fully pointwise
kernel. We believe this is because in the partial
pointwise convolution kernel, the time modality
remains intact which is not the case in the fully
pointwise kernel. Using 1 × 1 × 1 kernel extracts
information independently from each time frame
rather than considering multiple frames.
Challenge 2. Avoid RNNs : Recent research in-
dicates that temporal convolutions can be used in
place of RNNs without significant loss of accu-
racy (Bai et al., 2018). Temporal convolutions of-
fer several advantages. They increase parallelism
since convolution can process multiple time-steps
at once. They also have flexible receptive fields
(Mac et al., 2018), and can control model mem-
ory usage. Therefore we use 1-D temporal con-
volution in place of a RNN for modeling temporal
features.
Challenge 3. Reduce Parameter Count in Con-
volution Filters : First, since the kernel parameter
count increases quadratically with the kernel size,
we had to use small convolution filter sizes of 3×3
in MobiVSR. Due to this constraint, we gained
a bonus boost thanks to the modern deep learn-
ing frameworks which use several algorithms that
optimize the number of operations required for
a convolution operation (Chellapilla et al., 2006)
with a small filter size (Mathieu et al., 2013; Vasi-
lache et al., 2014; Chetlur et al., 2014; Lavin
and Gray, 2016). Second, we use the depthwise-
separable convolutions (Howard et al., 2017), for
reducing the time and computational complexity
of the model.
Conv2D
BNU+ReLU
Depthwise­
Conv2D
BNU
Conv2D
BNU+Relu
Depthwise­
Conv2D
BNU
Conv2D
Figure 2: LipRes Blocks: (1) The first LipRes block is
for keeping the size of the input constant. It has been
used in the first subgraph in MobiVSR. (2) The second
LipRes block is for halving the size of the input. It is
used in the second, third and the fourth subgraphs in
MobiVSR. Thus, increasing alpha by 1, increases the
first LipRes block by one and the second LipRes block
by 3.
Use Residual Connections : Since increasing
the depth of a deep network to increase accu-
racy adds additional computational complexity
and more memory calls, we use residual connec-
tions (ResNet blocks) as suggested in (He et al.,
2016). These connections are used extensively
inside the LipRes block as shown in Fig. 2.
LipRes has a residual structure similar to the
ResNet blocks. Each block consists of depthwise-
separable convolutions and ReLU (Nair and Hin-
ton, 2010) non linearity, and a parallel skip con-
nection. The use of depthwise separable convo-
lutions and residual connections helps to reduce
the parameter count and cut memory calls. The
skip connection also has a convolution with stride
two whenever the output is supposed to be spa-
tially down-sampled.
Additionally, we use batch normalization (Ioffe
and Szegedy, 2015) for regularization. However,
contrary to the common paradigm of using batch
normalization after every convolution kernel, we
use batch normalization scantily as the smaller
size of the network has a regularizing effect dur-
ing training.
Challenge 4. Introduction of LipRes block and
varying α: We incorporate solutions to the chal-
lenges 1, 2 and 3 in the LipRes block. Through
experimentation, we observed that increasing the
number of LipRes blocks increased the accuracy
but at a cost of making the model heavier and more
energy intensive. Thus, we realized that number of
LipRes blocks could be leveraged to get a balance
between the accuracy and the model size. In the
experiments, we show the use of LipRes blocks
and also vary its number in order to demonstrate
it as a performance-size trade-off handle. For the
latter part, we represent the number of blocks by a
hyperparameter α which is varied.
3.3 MobiVSR Architecture
The MobiVSR architecture is shown in Figure 3.
The MobiVSR model essentially maps visemes
(basic units of visual speech) to textual units (i.e.,
characters/words). Thus, with this in mind, it can
be divided into 3 broad parts: (1) a frontend three
dimensional convolution part whose function is
to extract low level features from visemes; (2) a
middle stack of variable sized residual subgraphs
whose function is to use those low level features
to infer high level features; and (3) a backend con-
sisting of temporal convolutions which essentially
functions as a language model of a classical au-
tomatic speech recognition system (ASR) by inte-
grating the high-level features to get text out of
visemes. Finally, there are two fully connected
neural network layers that outputs class probabili-
ties, thus converting abstract grapheme predictions
to their probabilities.
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Figure 3: MobiVSR architecture
The front-end part of MobiVSR consists of two
3D depthwise separable convolution layers. We
use two depthwise separable layers with kernel
size 3×3×3. Each of these layers downsize the in-
put along spatial dimension by two; we implement
this layer by using 3×3×3 group convolution, with
the number of groups being equal to the number
of input channels followed by a point-wise spatial
convolution kernel of 3×1×1.
The middle stack of MobiVSR is subdivided
into four subgraphs. Each subgraph has α LipRes
blocks. Here α is a hyperparameter which one can
vary to change the depth of the model. The results
pertaining to these are shown in the Table 2, where
increasing α increases accuracy but at the cost of
using more parameters and vice-versa. Thus, the
handle of α makes MobiVSR architecture flexi-
ble enough for different applications and environ-
ments.
The backend of the model is used to integrate
the features across time and provide the word
probabilities. Thus, it uses two temporal convo-
lution layers with a Maxpool downsampling sand-
wiched in between. For performance reasons as
outlined above we do not use RNN layers, in con-
trast to (Stafylakis and Tzimiropoulos, 2017). Fi-
nally MobiVSR uses fully connected layers with
softmax activation to generate class probabilities
for the 500 words in the LRW dataset.
4 Experimental Setup and Results
4.1 Data
We base our experiments on the large publicly
available speaker-independent Lip Reading in the
Wild (LRW) database (Chung and Zisserman,
2016b). The LRW database contains 1000 utter-
ances each for a collection of 500 different words
in the training set. For testing and validation, the
dataset has 50 video clips per class. Each video is
challenging because of the high variance of head
pose and illumination; therefore, in addition to be-
ing one of the few VSR data sets of size, LRW is a
good proxy for mobile lip reading data. The video
clips are of 29 frames (1.16 seconds) in length,
and the speaker mouth region of interest (ROI) is
placed at the center of each frame.
A set of 29 consecutive frames (256 × 256
pixels) is sampled from each video of the LRW
Dataset. We then extract the mouth ROI from
these RGB frames. As the LRW Dataset is face
centered, we achieve this step by cropping a 96 ×
96 pixel window image segment from the center of
each frame. Finally, the cropped frame segments
are converted to gray scale and stored as numpy
matrices (van der Walt et al., 2011). This numpy
matrix is then fed to all networks as input.
4.2 Experiments
We train MobiVSR on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU for
50 epochs using six different settings for α (1, 2, 3,
4, 10 and 11). The results are summarized in Table
2. We compare MobiVSR with other word-level
lip reading models on saved model size, number
of parameters, memory required during inference
and number of floating point operations (FLOPs).
To ensure consistency in comparing model sizes,
we converted each model to ONNX format1. We
calculate inference speeds on an Intel i3 proces-
sor and average over 5000 runs. The calcula-
tions of memory access and number of floating
point operations in different layers are described
in Appendix and summarized in Table 3. We ig-
nore the effects of applying non-linearities, batch-
normalization and bias terms in these calculations
as they do not make significant contributions in
1https://onnx.ai
comparison to matrix multiplications and convo-
lutions. Interested readers can check the appendix
for an example and further details regarding the
derivation of the expressions as given in Table 3.
Energy consumption of various models given in
Table 4 has been estimated by multiplying the en-
ergy values of various multiplication, addition and
memory access provided in Table 1 with their cor-
responding numbers in Table 3. Furthermore to
obtain CO2 emission estimates, we multiplied the
energy consumption values with the average CO2
emission per kWh of energy as suggested in (Car-
bonfund.org, 2019).
5 Analysis of Architecture and Results
In this section, we explain the contributions made
towards various architectural decisions in results.
We also present qualitative evaluation of the re-
sults for visual recognition of language.
5.1 Quantitative Formulation
From the Table 2, it can be inferred that
MobiVSR-1 achieves 72.2% accuracy on LRW
dataset and reaches to an uncompressed size of
17.8 MB. As expected, the accuracy increases by
increasing the number of LipRes blocks (Section
3). However, several interesting trends can be in-
ferred from the results. One such is the accuracy
to size ratio comparison. MobiVSR-1 has an ac-
curacy to size ratio of 4.06 while the SOTA’s value
is 0.64. Thus, MobiVSR gives much higher ac-
curacy per megabyte space as compared to any
other model. Further, in case of MobiVSR the
slope of increase of accuracy vs model size is al-
most 3 MBs per 100 basis point increase in per-
formance (Figure 4). The statistics of parameter
count, memory access and FLOPs also follow the
same trends. The values are (SOTA/MobiVSR-1)
- FLOPs (0.29/6.56), memory access (1.47/2.04)
and parameter count (3.31/16.04). Most of these
values show improvements of the order of 10x.
5.2 Qualitative Formulation
While it is quintessential for the model to focus
on parameters like memory access, size, parame-
ter count, it is also essential for us to analyse the
strengths and weaknesses of the model. Hence we
analysed the performance of the model by looking
at some specific cases.
While the percentage of true positive predicted
by the model is high, there are a few interesting
Figure 4: Accuracy vs Parameter Count plot for various
values of α
Figure 5: Visemic-phonemic correspondence for the
word “Bring”
failure cases as well. We observed that certain
samples were mo in the dataset , in the dataset
samples and human evaluation experiments, some
words were being confused with other words.
We found out that these are those words which
have some common visemes with other words.
For example, take the case of these two words:
‘bring’ and ‘being’ as presented in Figures 5 and
6. ‘Bring’ has the following visemes: {E,A,V4,H}
and ‘Being’ has the following: {E,V4,V4,H} (Neti
et al., 2000). As can be seen in the figures,
three out of four visemes are common in both of
them. The fourth ones which are different are
spoken from within the mouth, hence are diffi-
cult to capture using a camera. The model con-
fuses between them 80% of the time. We ob-
served similar behaviour with these pairs as well:
{Billions,Millions}, {Having, Heavy}, {General,
Several}, etc.
Several such cases are documented in the Ta-
ble 5. The last two rows in the table contain
those words which are not confused with any
other words. As can be observed (by speak-
ing those words) that those words do not contain
many phonemes or even visemes in common. This
should be the reason why they aren’t confused.
Layer Memory Access
Floating point operations
(FLOPs)
Conv2D K2CiCo + Vi · (K2Co) + Vo 2(K2Ci) · Vo
Conv3D K2TCiCo + Vi · (K2Co) · T + Vo 2(K2TCi) · V o
Depthwise Separable
Conv2D
Ci · (K2 + Co) + Vi · (K2 + Co) + Vo 2Ci · (K2Co + 1) · Vo
Depthwise Separable
Conv3D
Ci · (K2 + Co) · T + Vi · (K2 + Co) · T + Vo 2Ci · (K2Co + 1) · T · Vo
Fully Connected IQ+ Vi + Vo 2IQ
Table 3: Number of memory access and FLOPs associated with different layers. Vi and Vo are the input and output
volume respectively. Ci and Co are the input and output channel dimensions. K ×K is the 2D convolution kernel
while K ×K × T is the 3D convolution kernel
Model Energy Consumedper Inference (milli Joules)
CO2 emitted
per Inference
(mg)
MobiVSR-1 25.37 3.21
MobiVSR-2 46.30 5.85
MobiVSR-3 67.92 8.59
MobiVSR-4 92.31 11.67
MobiVSR-10 212.62 26.89
MobiVSR-11 229.64 29.01
LSTM + ResNet 667.11 84.38
LRW Baseline 229.39 29.01
Table 4: Comparison of models on the basis of energy
consumed and CO2 emission per inference.
Table 5: Some sample words and what are they getting
confused against. The first two rows contain maximally
confusing words, the next two contain average cases
and the last two the least confused words.
Word Confusion
Benefits Benefit
Price Press
Words Workers
Action Actually
About Afternoon
About Temperatures
Word Confusion
Spent Spend
Living Giving
These Years
Community Abuse
About Weapons
About Westminster
Using these error cases, we discover that model,
when it fails, fails due to the signals which can-
not be captured using a camera only. For example,
the sound of ‘ba’ in billions and ‘ma’ in millions
belong to the same viseme class but map to differ-
ent phonemes. Thus, a camera alone cannot cap-
ture and differentiate between these two, however,
when coupled with an audio-recording device, sig-
nals from both of them combined can potentially
help to discriminate amongst them 2.
Figure 6: Visemic-phonemic correspondence for the
word “Being”
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduced MobiVSR, a deep neu-
ral network model designed to perform word level
visual speech recognition in resource constrained
devices. We showed how MobiVSR uses 6× less
parameters than the state-of-the-art model and can
be compressed to 6MB after quantization. More-
over it can be modified using a tuneable hyperpa-
rameter to balance accuracy and efficiency for dif-
ferent use cases. As mentioned earlier, mobile-
centric lip reading systems have enormous util-
ity in the society. We hope that this paper in-
spires other researchers to create similar and even
2Since LRW is a dataset which is quite close to real envi-
ronment, we perform some experiments on some people who
were not present in the dataset. Images of one such sample is
given in the appendix.
more efficient models considering the social im-
pact such applications can have.
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A Appendices
A.1 Calculating memory access
In order to estimate memory access we make some
simplifying assumptions. First, to get a fair com-
parison we neglect the effect of computer architec-
ture dependent optimizations. Second, for com-
paring memory usage by different models, we fo-
cus on two aspects that lead to memory consump-
tion: i) memory read operations for model param-
eters, and ii) the memory read by a layer to read
input and write its output. Third, we assume that
during the forward pass, model weights are read
once and then used as long as required in one pass.
Each read and write is counted as one memory ac-
cess. This is not necessarily true in all cases as
some computing environments can read more than
one value in a single memory access (Morse et al.,
1978). For the sake of simplicity we ignore such
architectural characteristics.
Memory access in convolutions - For a 3D-
kernel, with T the kernel size along the tempo-
ral dimension, the number of parameters is given
by Pconv3d=K2TCiCo. Depthwise separable convo-
lutions can be thought of as a two step process.
The first part consists of convolving each chan-
nel separately which is then followed by a point-
wise convolution across the full channel length
of the input. As mentioned in (Howard et al.,
2017), the number of parameters in a two dimen-
sional depthwise separable convolution is given by
Pdepth2d=Ci·(K2+Co). The first term is the cost of
the first step in a depthwise separable kernel and
the second term is the cost of applying Co number
of pointwise kernels as part of the second step. By
the same logic, generalising the number of param-
eters to a three dimensional depthwise separable
convolution layer, we get:
Pdepth3d=Ci·(K2+Co)·(T ) (1)
To calculate the number of memory reads, con-
sider the following case. If the input has dimen-
sions I×I×Ci (where I×I is the height and width
of the input matrix and Ci is the channel length),
then for each convolution in two dimensions with a
K×K kernel, each element of the input matrix will
be loaded from memory K×K times. Since there
are Co number of such kernels, each element will
be read K×K×Co times. So the number of times
input memory read operations will be performed
is given by
Rconv2d=(I
2Ci)·(K2Co) (2)
Here I2Ci is the input volume Vi. So
we can rewrite Eq. 2 as Rconv2d=Vi·(K2Co).
Similarly for each three dimensional convolu-
tion the number of memory read operations
is Rconv3d=(I2LiCi)·(K2Co)·T . Putting Vi=I2LiCi
where Vi is the input volume to 3D convolution,
we get
Rconv3d=Vi·(K2Co)·T (3)
In case of two dimensional depthwise separable
convolutions, each element of the input matrix is
convolved K×K×1 in the first step. Since each in-
put channel has a separate spatial kernel in this
step, the number of memory reads turn out to
be I×I×K×K×1×Ci. The resultant matrix then
undergoes pointwise convolution which requires
I×I×Ci×1×1×Co memory reads. Therefore the to-
tal number of input read operations in performing
a two dimensional depthwise separable convolu-
tion is
Rdepth2d=I
2×K2×1×Ci+I2×Ci×12×Co=(I2Ci)·(K2+Co)
(4)
which can be written as
Rdepth2d=Vi·(K2+Co) (5)
Extending the argument to three dimensions, the
number of input memory read associated with a
3D depthwise convolution layer is
Rdepth3d=(I
2CiLi)·(K2+Co)·T (6)
which is the same as
Rdepth3d=Vi·(K2+Co)·T (7)
Memory accessed due to memory write operations
for storing the output of the convolution is simply
equal to the size of the output Vo. Therefore the to-
tal memory access Macc in convolution layers can
be obtained by adding the respective Rs,Ps and Vo.
Memory access in fully connected layers - A
fully connected layer which takes an I element
vector and outputs a Q element vector is essentially
a I×Q weight matrix. Therefore the number of pa-
rameters in a fully connected layer is equal to the
size of this matrix Pfc=IQ. Since this layer is just
a matrix multiplication, the input matrix needs to
be read once. Hence the number of input mem-
ory read operations is simply equal to the number
of elements in the input. Similar to convolution
layers, the number of memory write operations in
a fully connected layer is equal to the size of the
output.
A.2 Calculation of FLOPs
To calculate the number of FLOPs in convolutions
and fully connected layers, it is important to note
that these operations involve element-wise multi-
plication (of the kernel elements with a specific re-
gion of the input feature map) followed by an ad-
dition (accumulation) of all the products obtained.
For instance a dot product of two n element vectors
has n element-element multiplications and n−1 ad-
ditions. The total number of FLOPs in an n ele-
ment dot product is 2n−1. As n1, this could be
approximated as 2n.
FLOPs in Convolutions - In the case of a
two dimensional convolution, we can think of
the process of convolving over a region as the
dot product between the kernel weights and the
input region below it. This dot-product has
K×K×Ci elements. Therefore this operation re-
quires 2×K×K×Ci FLOPs. This process happens
for every element of the output feature map of size
H×H, repeated for Co convolution kernels. There-
fore the total number of FLOPs is
Fconv2d=2K
2CiH
2Co (8)
Here H2Co is simply the output volume Vo. There-
fore Fconv2d=2(K2Ci)·Vo. Similarly in three dimen-
sions this number is Fconv3d=2H2LoCiK2TCo. As
Vo=H2LoCo, we can write the above equation as
Fconv3d=2(K
2TCi)·Vo (9)
The first step of a depthwise separable convolution
is similar to a normal convolution, except the dot
products involve K×K×1 elements along each one
of the Ci input channels. Similar to simple convo-
lutions, this is done for each H×H output element.
This results in 2×K2×Ci×H×H FLOPs.
The pointwise convolution step involves dot
products of Ci done for every H×H output pixel.
As there are Co of these pointwise kernels the
FLOPs required in this step are 2×12×Ci×H2×Co.
Therefore the total number of FLOPs is
Fdepth2d=2(H
2Ci)·(K2+Co) (10)
Again putting Vo=H2Co we get
Fdepth2d=2Ci·(K
2
Co
+1)·Vo. By the same logic,
the number of FLOPs in a three dimensional
depthwise convolution layers is given by
Fdepth3d=2(H
2LoCi)·(K2+Co)·T , which is the same
as
Fdepth3d=2Ci·(K
2
Co
+1)·T ·Vo (11)
FLOPs in Fully Connected Layers - Since a
fully connected layer is a I×Q matrix where I is
the size of the input vector, the matrix multiply as
part of the fully connected layer can be thought of
as a dot product between the I element input and
column vectors of the matrix which is repeated Q
times. Therefore the number of FLOPs in a fully
connected layer is Ffc=2IQ.
Table 3, summarizes all the equations used
for calculating memory accesses and number of
FLOPs by different layers in our proposed archi-
tecture. As an example a 2D convolution layer
with kernel size 3 with 64 as output channel size.
Suppose the input is of the shape 100 × 100 × 3.
From Table 3 the number of memory access are
(1002 · 3 · 64) + (100 · 100 · 3) · (1002 · 64) +
(1002 · 64) ∼ 1.94× 108. Similarly FLOPs would
be 2(1002 · 3) · (1002 · 64) ∼ 3.8× 1010.
